
LEAVING MYSELF 21 

The Baseline Etude 

“You have to know where you are before you can make a change.” - Marj


One. Just sit down any old way. Hang out there.


Two. Imagine you are the model in a figure drawing class.


Three. An art student arrives to class and begins to walk around you, deciding 
where they are going to sit, so they can see you in a way that is expressive and 
beautiful to them over the next three hours. They are looking for beautiful 
imbalances, asymmetries, expressive, revealing shapes, contours, tensions, 
feelings, attitudes.


Four. As the model, note what in your body feels weak or unsupported, unfed, or 
what feels hard, tight, and over-efforting. Just let it all in. 


Five. Begin melting like a snowman in the sun. Melting into motion. 


Six. Direct your fluid self into the dolphin pattern. Come to center.


Seven. Compare to your baseline. Note what has improved and what could still 
use some feeding or affection. 


Eight. Melt in motion and direct your fluid self into the dolphin pattern, then into 
the seaweed pattern and again into the dolphin pattern.  (note the coil practice 
below. You could coil and uncoil just before you return to center.)


Compression and Decompression 

Proceed with one through four, then…compress your neck, like loading a spring, 
or a feeling of sudden, extreme guilt, or acute startle, then release the load and 
effortlessly redirect the now activated potential energy “back, up, and over.”


Correcting is almost always pushing the spring up from below, and/or pulling on 
the spring from above. There is no release of the potential energy within the 
spring. One is a doing, the other a ceasing to do.




Love Letter to Your Hands 

Prep for Letter  

Divide your life that you can remember to date into chapters. Mine looks like 
this. In each stage, what did you do that you loved doing. Did it involve your 
hands? What did you touch that you loved touching. Some examples.


1 The Child - building a snowman. riding my bike. climbing trees.

2 The Gymnast - tumbling. the rings. typing. swimming.

3 The Dancer/Artist - motorcycle, my dog.

4 The Innate Teacher - people.

5 The Father - feeding my kids when they were babies. teaching them to ride a 
bike, swing a bat, drive a car. my new dog. my cats. 

6 The Puer - chopping wood, carrying water. rock climbing, tango.

7 Icarus - writing longhand with number 2 pencils. Holding and reading books. 

8 The Monk - cooking, cleaning, walking. Driving my jeep.

9 The Senex - chopping wood, carrying water. cooking, cleaning, walking, 
writing, riding my bike, feeding birds, meditating. driving my mazda. 


Look at your hands, how a baby might look at their hands. Story of my mom 
seeing my nail moon. 


Dear Hands, 

Write to them about all you loved touching and doing with your hands through 
your life from the time you were a child until now. 


Write to them about what you look forward to doing and touching with them in 
the future. 


Sign the letter how you like, and your name. 


From Leaving Myself in Your Hands to Putting Yourself in Your Own Hands


